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Abstract. To enhance the utilization rate of wind energy, introduce a new kind of Movable 

Wind-drive Device and research the influence of crosswind on aerodynamic performance of wind 

turbine in wind-drive device. Based on blade coordinate system and feline coordinate system, carry 

on a vector decomposition of wind velocity and obtain the change rules of every velocity 

component. According to the classical momentum-blade theory and strip analysis theory, analyze 

the aerodynamic model in positive direction wind and in negative direction wind, research the 

difference of the formulas in two cases, get the impact of the crosswind on wind turbine blades. 

Calculation results express that axial thrust and torque possess periodic local impact on the middle 

section of wind turbine. 

Foreword 

In order to improve the utilization rate of wind energy, wind speed increases with the increase of 

wind power generation system using, put forward a contraction tube can move along the track of the 

wind collecting device, focuses on the study of crosswind on device of wind turbine aerodynamic 

effect. Crosswind factors will lead to wind turbine blade vibration, greatly increasing the early 

damage of each component of the wind turbine [1-3]. Wind the wind load distribution is not 

uniform, is the main reason causing blade wielding [4-5]. Zheng Liming put the wind velocity is 

decomposed into mean and fluctuation components of components to consider the dynamic 

response of wind turbine [6]. Wu Yan [7] analysis of wind turbine wind gas partial dynamic 

characteristics calculation, get the side wind corrected inducing factor, but not the analysis of lateral 

wind on the specific impact of wind turbine blades. Yang Jun [8] used relative motion velocity 

decomposition method, the qualitative analysis of the impact of side wind turbine. Liu Xiong[9] 

considered the changes of parameters of wind turbine yaw wind conditions influence on the 

calculation model, the theoretical calculation model is improved. Ma Xinxin[10] studied the effect 

of the change of wind speed of wind turbine loads on blade coordinates. Qin Datong[11] of variable 

wind speed of wind turbine control system, the control system of wind turbine is studied to improve 

the. Endusa Billy Muhando[12] studied the effects of wind on the specific control elements of wind 

power generation system. In this paper, the blade and the blade element coordinate system 

coordinates of the velocity vector decomposition and analysis of dynamic model of forward and 

lateral wind condition in wind turbine device gas effect on the axial velocity into account, analysis 

of the impact of the additional amplitude of wind turbine blade after the difference. 

The Decomposition of Wind 

Mobile Device in the Wind 

Shrink tube, central tube and the bottom link as a whole, the wind turbine and the guide rail is 

fixed on the ground, there is a gap shrinkage pile, plate .plate can move along the guide rail ,range 

of wind pressure by changing can move along the track, as shown in figure 1.The range of wind 

speed in wind mobile device can increase the device using the wind turbine, axial velocity 

fluctuation[13] . 
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Fig.1 The wind collecting device schematic 

The Vector Decomposition of Wind 

In the leaf blade coordinates of the wind vector decomposition velocity component, each 

component changes with time and space. As show in Figure 2, the wind speed v , with angle and 

spindle  . The wind speed v can be decomposed into two components, the wind speed 1v and 

direction component of the spindle, known as spindle speed, another component of the wind 2v

wheel plane flow. The leaf length at r  point as the origin, blade length for the y  axis, z axis, 

and x  axis y axis and z axis and the axis of the right-handed Cartesian coordinate, the coordinate 

system is established. 

The wind wheel plane leaves to cycle  around the spindle rotation angular velocity, wind wheel 

plane around the main flow, according to the relative motion of wind speed and wind wheel plane 

coordinate system, the wind 2v in the plane angular frequency around the wind wheel for a 

week .Surface wind can be decomposed into the coordinate system of x axis and y axis, as shown 

in Figure 3. As time zero starting point wind and leaves the same direction, then: 
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Based on equation (1), we can obtain that 
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So, 
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Fig. 2 The blade coordinate velocity diagram 

Due to the influence of the axial velocity and nozzle 1v cross section area section area increasing , 

the wind collecting device of wind turbine location section wind speed Nv [13]: 
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Among them, 
1Nv is the axial wind speed position, f is side seam area, d is the width of the gap, 

xl is wind turbine from the entrance section length,  is coefficient of discharge gap, 1s is shrink 

tube entrance area, 1Ns is the cross-sectional area of wind turbine location. 

When the angle of the wind wheel is , x  axis does not change, the y z  plane rotate 

around the x  axis, the components of 
yv and 1Nv  respectively in the leaf blade span wise 

sections and the decomposition of 2zv and 
2yv ; the axial component of the tangential component of 

2zv , 2xv and span wise component 
2yv into blade element coordinate system. When both  and 

angle side angle, the blade coordinate each component into the wind: 
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So, 22x2 yz



   

Among them, ),(2 tx  is the tangential component, is the axial component, ),(2 tz   is the 

direction along the blade span wise component. 

 

Fig.3 The wind wheel surface wind decomposition 

From the above equation, when to flow when the wind is on the wheel, which is equal to 0, the 

wind speed above amount does not have the characteristics of temporal and spatial variation. It is 

because of the presence of unilateral angle, it produced a tangential velocity, and with time since 

law to change, with a large axial wind speed variation characteristic in the time domain showing 

changes in accordance with the law of cosine. 

Aerodynamic Characteristics 

Forward Aerodynamic Characteristics of Wind Turbine Wind Conditions 

Forward wind represented by
1 , due to contraction of the tube allows air flow acceleration, set 

forward wind at the location of wind turbines in the wind unit N1 .  Inclination of the wind wheel, 

axial wind speed becomes  cos1N ,  speed wind turbine, momentum-based blade element 

theory and coherent piece wheel, consider wake rotating impeller, 
1a is the axial induction factor; 

2a is the hoop or circumferential inducible factor; vasopressin-sectional axial velocity  and 

circumferential velocity xU . 

)1( 2x arU   ,   
)1(cos 11z aU N  
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The inflow angle1 and speed U of vasopressin section  
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 is the inflow angle;  is the angles of attack;  is the blade angle and installation angle of 

twist . 
1a  and 

2a after considering loss tip and hub loss correction are: 
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Among them, xC is the lift coefficient; yC  is the drag coefficient; B- is the leaf number; c is the 

length at radius r chord; F is the total loss coefficient; thFFF  , hF and tF  are respectively the hub 

and tip loss coefficient of loss coefficient, ubrh  is the radius of the hub. 
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Given the initial offspring into inducible factor calculated, and then find the normal force 

coefficient of tangential force coefficient, you can calculate the force on the blade dT . 

2/2 drBcCUdT n
                                            (9) 

 refers to the density of the air; dr  is tiny radial length vasopressin; nC  is normal force 

coefficient,  cossin yxn CCC  tC  is the tangential force coefficient,  cossin xyt CCC   

Calculation of Aerodynamic Force Crosswind Conditions 

In the case of wind, you need to consider the additional wind wheel wind plane, v wind speed, 

wind speed is 1v , the spindle device in wind turbine location is indicated by 1Nv , surface wind with 

2v  said, after the decomposition velocity component to show mainly in the blade surface flow, flow 

and the contact surface friction, as the effect of surface roughness on the rate of change of the 

tangential velocity component; the wind wheel wind speed and relative speed are superimposed 

effect, produce the periodic disturbance, the length of r  blade cutting speed to the vector 

superposition: 

trtrVt  sinsinsin2 
                             (10) 

The relative speed of wind wheel: 
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The axial velocity component: 

tV Nz  cossincos 21 
=
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                         (12) 

The flow through the blade tangential velocity and axial velocity respectively: 
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Wind blade section and flow angle: 
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Because the plane crosswind induced flow, the tangential velocity and the axial velocity with 

additional items. Seen from the type 13, increased as the length increases, the changes of sine and 
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cosine law in time domain. To increase the inflow velocity and angle of attack changes, so that the 

lift and drag coefficient of the airfoil is changing. The nonlinear dT is increased, the torque and 

thrust on the leaf element is expressed as: 

dTdTdrBcCUdT n  2/
2

22 
                                (15) 

The Numerical Calculation 

The Process of Solving Speed Induction Factor 

For each section of the blade torque and thrust, speed is the key to inducing factors, derived 1a  

and 2a , the iterative procedure is as follows: 

1) For the initial 1a   and 2a  assignment; 

2) Use of type (6) to calculate the inflow angle ; 

3) According to equation (6) section for calculation of angle of attack; 

4) According to the data of airfoil lift and find out drag coefficient and angle of attack; 

5) According to equation (8) calculate the tip loss and hub loss coefficient; 

6) Calculate the value of 1a  and 2a ; 

Return to step 2 iterates until coefficient convergence. 

Analysis of the Results 

NACA632[14] FD2-300 parameters of wind turbine airfoil as a reference, as shown in Table 1, 

the spindle speed is 12m/s, surface wind speed of 5m/s, by using the method of numerical 

calculation. In order to avoid the huge computational considering time-varying wind speed, 

considering only the determined at constant velocity, angle condition, influence of cross wind on 

aerodynamic performance of wind turbine. This simplification can avoid other uncertainty factors 

on the analysis results; can be obtained by the single factor affecting wind on aerodynamic 

performance. 

Tab. 1 The wind turbine operation parameters 

The wind wheel diameter (m) 2 

Blade number 3 

The wind speed (m/s) 13 

The pitch angle (°) 9° 

The reference height (m) 2m 

The rotating speed of the wind wheel (r/min) 400 

Airfoil series  NACA632 

The density of air (kg/m
3
) 1.225 

Wind deflection angle (°) 22.6° 

The wind wheel angle (°) 0° 

 
  

Fig. 5 The diagram of T Thrust amplitude changes with the length of the blade 
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As can be seen from Figure 5, the axial thrust and torque increases suddenly a lot in the radius 

length 250-450mm regional amplitude analysis, mainly because of surface wind speed air flow 

pulsation frequency is the blade with the impact of wind turbine main shaft at the same time, also 

will be affected by the impact of the same frequency torque. 

Conclusion 

Crosswind velocity decomposition, the impact of side wind velocity changes reflected in the 

blade section of axial velocity and tangential velocity with sine, cosine changes, and changes of the 

axial velocity law. Additional specific solving crosswind induced display it can produce periodic 

local impact is larger in the middle part of the leaf, is the main cause of wind turbine blade flapping 

tremor and, to provide support for the effects of crosswinds on wind turbine. 
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